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E le c t io n s  c o de s  a nd 
smoking bans highlighted 
Student Senate discussions 
this semester. 
In light of the controversy 
that surrounded the student 
body elect ions, St udent 
Government felt  it  was 
necessary to take a serious 
look at the elections codes.
“ We  s aw  t he  s y s t e m 
didn’t work … we essentially 
changed about 60 percent of 
the process … hopefully the 
elections will never run the 
same way again,” said Sen. 
Brad Setzler, a second-year 
philosophy student.
The Senate  Jud ic ia r y 
Commit tee held week ly 
meetings in April to discuss 
revisions to the codes. 
“Under the leadership of 
Brad Setzler, an elections 
task force has already begun 
serious discussion of election 
reform,” said Sen. Ryan Holt, 
a first-year law student. “A 
bill is expected to appear in 
the fall, vastly revamping the 
elections codes to prevent 
many of the problems that 
occurred in the 2006 and 
2007 elections.”
Setzler said the meetings 
have represented a majority 
of opinions that the revisions 
should refl ect.
“At this point we’ve met 
with everyone who has a 
say in it,” Setzler said. “We 
were able to put together 
a committee with Jennifer 
Guest and myself ,  John 
Caroll and Alesha Brown, 
the elections commissioners 
a nd  for mer  conte s t i ng 
candidates, and others — all 
working together. So for the 
most part, the controversy 
has been mitigated.” 
Setzler said the next step 
in the process is to approach 
Student Affairs with the 
possibility of replacing it with 
the Constitutional Council 
as the f inal appeal board 
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Dems invade Columbia at state convention dinner, Clyburn’s fi sh fry Friday
Democratic presidential 
candidates used the state 
Democratic Party’s annual 
Jefferson-Jackson dinner 
and U.S. Rep. Jim Clyburn’s 
annual fi sh fry Friday night 
as  added oppor t un it ies 
to  campa ig n fol low i ng 
Thursday night’s debate in 
Orangeburg.
Si x of  t he candidates 
at tended t he even ing ’s 
fest iv it ies in Columbia’s 
V i s t a  i nc lud i n g  S e n s . 
Hillary Clinton and Barack 
Obama.
Former North Carolina 
Sen. John Edwards hosted 
a  h a p p y  h o u r  f o r  h i s 
supporters at MacDougall’s 
before leading them down 
L i nc ol n  S t re e t  to  t he 
Columbia Metropol itan 
Convention Center. 
Edwards’s wife Elizabeth 
introduced her husband 
to  t he c rowd a nd used 
t h e  w o r d s  “d e c e n c y , 
honesty and compassion” 
to describe his leadership 
a b i l i t i e s .  E l i z a b e t h 
E d wa rd s  i s  bat t l i ng  a 
recurrence of cancer while 
still campaigning for her 
husband.
Edwards said the debate 
went well for him, but in the 
end only one Democrat can 
beat all the Republicans. 
“Bush sa id  he  wou ld 
restore  decenc y to  t he 
White House,” Edwards 
said. “He hasn’t done that 
yet.”
E d w a r d s  h a s  b e e n 
Nick Needham
METRO EDITOR 
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J. Scott Applewhite / The Associated Press
Sen. Hillary Clinton greets her supporters at the Columbia Metropolitan Convention Center following Thursday’s debate in Orangeburg. 
USC Senate 
tackles codes, 
smoking ban 
during spring 
Brad Maxwell
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It  i s  once  ag a i n  t hat 
time of year when students 
must vacate the dorms and 
f ind new housing for the 
summer.
M a n y  s t u d e nt s  h a v e 
different ways of getting out 
of the dorms, depending on 
when they’re leaving and 
how far they have to travel.
First-year English student 
Liz Nix said she couldn’t 
move all of her things home 
for the summer, so she had 
to fi nd storage.
“ Mo v i n g  w a s  a  p a i n 
because  I  a m f rom t he 
North, so naturally I have to 
store my things,” Nix said. 
“Being in college leaves me 
broke from time to t ime, 
so I had to go to desperate 
measures to buy storage bins, 
even selling some clothes … 
it worked though.”
Other students, such as 
fi rst-year media arts student 
Sarah Rice, said their parents 
are coming to help them 
pack up and head home.
Hou s i n g  p o l i c y  s a y s 
s t udent s  have  to  le ave 
their dorms within a day 
of their last exam. First-
year international studies 
— $25 for each piece of furniture not removed
— $25 if provided furniture is not returned 
to previous state (for example, beds must be 
debunked)
— $25 for student failing to use proper check 
out procedures
— $25 per hour that you stay in your room 
after your designated check out time (24 hours 
after your last exam)
By the Numbers: On-Campus Housing Fines
On-campus students face 
moving out pains, problems
Dorm residents have 
24 hours to leave 
after last exam ends
Carolyn Rumsey
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About 400,000 people in Darfur have been killed and 
2 million have been displaced since fi ghting began.
GROUP 
RALLIES 
TO END 
CRISIS IN 
DARFUR
Amnesty International 
hopes to increase 
awareness of genocide 
Students, facult y and 
c o m m u n i t y  m e m b e r s 
gathered around the Russell 
House patio on Friday for 
a rally about the crisis in 
Darfur.
Rebel forces have been 
f ight ing in the A fr ican 
reg ion  for  more  t h a n 
three years, according to 
s aveda r f u r.org.  A bout 
400,000 people have been 
k il led, and the f ight ing 
has displaced more than 2 
million people who have had 
to fl ee to camps in Sudan or 
neighboring Chad. 
Brandon Turner, a third-
year anthropology student, 
helped organize the rally, 
w h i c h  w a s  s p o n s o r e d 
b y  U S C ’ s  A m n e s t y 
International chapter. He 
said the rally shed some 
light on what people are 
experiencing in Darfur. 
“There’s a lot going in 
the world, and Darfur is 
about the worst thing that’s 
happened s ince Bosn ia 
and since the Holocaust,” 
Turner said. He said the 
organization wants to raise 
Sierra Kelly
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Student loans exist to help 
college students, not student 
loan lenders, but they aren’t 
working that way. Lenders are 
racking up huge profi ts while 
students are buried under 
increasingly large debts.
I n  recent  week s ,  t he 
curtain has been pulled back 
on the student loan industry, 
and just the little bit we’ve 
seen hasn’t been pret t y. 
Some universit ies struck 
their own side deals with the 
lenders they recommend to 
unsuspecting students. Three 
college of f icials and one 
key federal regulator even 
accepted stock in one lender. 
C o n g r e s s  i s  ho ld i n g 
hearings on these sweetheart 
deals, and that’s a good thing: 
students deserve to know the 
truth. But the problems with 
the bank-run guaranteed 
st udent loan 
program run 
much deeper. 
Clearing out a 
few bad apples 
isn’t enough. 
It’s obvious 
that this loan 
program is no 
longer working 
for students. 
Students today 
graduate with 
three times more debt than 
students only one decade ago. 
An increasing number have 
six fi gures of debt. 
But bad news for students 
is big business for bankers 
and lenders. The loans, which 
carry massive subsidies and 
a guarantee against default, 
courtesy of U.S. taxpayers, 
are a no-lose investment for 
lenders.
No wonder that a handful 
of pr ivate investors are 
buying the largest student 
lender, Sallie Mae, for $25 
billion. Its CEO, Thomas 
Fitzpatrick, has taken $180 
million in compensation and 
could get $32 million more in 
the sale.
W it h  s uc h  huge  a nd 
excessive profits sloshing 
around, it’s predictable that 
the needs of students would 
get pushed aside. And they 
have.
T h e  l e n d e r s  –  l i k e 
drug company sales reps 
m a rke t i ng  t he i r  d r ug s 
to doctors – court college 
fi nancial aid offi cers, seeking 
access to “preferred lender” 
l i s t s  g iven to s t udent s . 
Recent invest igat ions by 
New York Attorney General 
A ndrew Cuomo and the 
New America Foundation 
have raised serious questions 
about the integrity of some 
schools’ selection process. 
Lenders commonly offer 
perk s and incent ives to 
off icials that recommend 
their loans to students, and 
three college financial aid 
directors had shady stock 
deals with a lender they 
recom mended  to  t he i r 
students. 
I n  20 03,  I  a sked  t he 
Education Department to 
enforce federal laws against 
these types of side deals. An 
offi cial there wrote back, “If 
the current attempt at self-
regulation fails, we will look 
again at our options.” Well, 
it failed. Time to look at our 
options. 
There i s  much bet ter 
w a y :  l e t t i n g  s t u d e n t s 
borrow directly from the 
Department of Education, 
as about a quarter do now. 
These loans, which carry 
nearly identical terms and 
rates, are much cheaper 
for taxpayers. Cutting out 
the lenders would free up 
more than $6 billion a year 
that could be reinvested in 
making college affordable 
for more students. 
Spending $6 billion a year 
helping students, rather than 
subsidizing lenders, would 
make a huge difference in 
college affordability. For 
example, it could help pay 
for an idea of mine called 
College for Everyone. The 
plan would pay tuition for 
a year of public college for 
anyone willing to take a part-
time job. We know it works 
because we are already doing 
it in rural North Carolina. 
It seems like a no-brainer, 
but it hasn’t happened yet. 
W hy not?  Becau se  t he 
lenders use their financial 
c l o u t  a n d  h i g h - p a i d 
lobbyists to stack the deck 
in Washington, D.C., just 
like they do on some college 
campuses. Sallie Mae’s PAC 
contributed almost $600,000 
to congressional campaigns 
in 2006. Another lender, the 
National Education Loan 
Network, was the leading 
donor  to  t he  Nat iona l 
Republican Congressional 
Committee. 
O u r  col lege  s t udent s 
represent our hopes for 
the future, but too many 
of them are struggling to 
get through col lege and 
manage mounting debt. It’s 
t ime to do something for 
them for a change. Let’s cut 
out these wasteful student 
loan subsidies and use the 
savings to make college more 
affordable. 
Edwards is a Democratic 
c a n d i d a t e  f o r  t h e  2 0 0 8 
presidential elections.
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EDWARDS
Guest 
Columnist
Student loan system needs serious change soon
Brett Flashnick / The Associated Press
Democratic presidential candidate John Edwards, formerly a senator from North Carolina, speaks to delegates at the South Carolina Democratic Convention Saturday in Columbia.
Profi table loan companies 
prey on students, leaving 
them with enormous debt
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The Original Suit Starter Set.
{$1,200*}
3 RNG suits (Navy blazer & pants or a tuxedo may be substituted)
3 dress shirts - select from blue or white
*Or purchase one unit for only $500
email us at info@grangerowings.com and receive an additional 10% off!
Wardrobe 101
YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
College expenses should not be a roadblock for your future. Stay on track with
an alternative loan from Campus Door. Get up to $250,000 to pay for college
and make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online today
at campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend
your time planning for your future, not worrying about how to pay for it.
You have the will. We have the way.
campusdoor.com
All loans are subject to credit approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Other restrictions apply.
Trade/Servicemarks are the property of Campus Door Inc. and/or its affiliates. Lender is Lehman Brothers Bank, FSB. ©2007 Campus
Door Inc. All Rights Reserved. Equal Opportunity Lender.
And so is the money to pay for it
campaign ing across t he 
state t r y ing to conv ince 
voters that his conservative 
S o u t h e r n  u p b r i n g i n g 
appeals to both moderates 
and conservat ives in the 
South.
“ W i t h  m e  a s  t h e 
candidate, we can carry the 
Southern states,” Edwards 
said. 
Dust in Akers, a third-
year market ing student , 
said he was brought up as a 
Republican but is rethinking 
his beliefs after his brother 
was deployed to Iraq.
“The last election was the 
f irst t ime I’ve ever voted 
Democrat,” Akers said.
W h i l e  A k e r s  l i k e s 
Edwards’s stances on the 
major issues like the war in 
Iraq and global warming, 
he’s not sure if Edwards 
has what it takes to make it 
through the primary vote. 
“I would go for Obama if 
he didn’t make it. Edwards 
would make a great vice-
president ia l  candidate,” 
Akers said.
The candidates made their 
way into the convention one-
by-one, easily spotted by the 
slew of supporters and press 
surrounding them.
E d w a r d s  m a r c h e d 
in w it h t he help of  t he 
Colu mbia  H igh School 
ba nd,  fol lowed by Sen. 
Chris Dodd of Connecticut 
and New Mexico Gov. Bill 
Richardson.
B o t h  D o d d  a n d 
Richardson are viewed as 
second-tier candidates in 
the party, but that hasn’t 
slowed their drive in the 
Palmetto state. 
D o d d  h a s  b e e n 
campaigning in set t ings 
such as  c la s srooms and 
coffeeshops across the state 
to show people his personal 
side. 
T h e  C o n n e c t i c u t 
Democrat, who visited USC 
in March, said education is 
the most pressing matter 
the United States is facing 
in the age of globalization.
Richardson has formerly 
served as an ambassador to 
the United Nations, and has 
recently returned from a 
trip overseas in an attempt 
to reach a deal with North 
Korea to end Kim Jong-Il’s 
nuclear weapons program. 
In Thursday ’s debate, 
R ichardson came under 
fi re for initially saying U.S. 
Attorney General Alberto 
Gonzales should not resign 
because he was Hispanic. 
R icharson sa id once he 
heard Gonzales’s testimony 
on Capitol Hill, he had a 
change of heart.
A s  Sen.  Joe  Biden of 
Delaware made h is  way 
to t he d in ing room, he 
told supporters how the 
President has let the nation 
down and now is the time 
for all Americans to stand 
behind Congress’ decision 
to issue a t imetable for 
withdrawl from Iraq. 
Biden also joked about his 
one-word answer of “yes” 
during Thursday night’s 
debate when Brian Williams 
asked the senator if he could 
keep himself from making 
off-the-cuff remarks in the 
future. 
Ashley Krieger, a third-
year public relations student, 
sa id the convent ion was 
definitely the place to be 
Friday night.
“ Yo u  c o u l d  f e e l  t h e 
excitement in the room as 
various party supporters 
s p o k e ,”  K r i e g e r  s a i d . 
“The crowd was without a 
doubt stirred up about the 
upcoming elections and the 
platforms of their candidate 
of choice.”
Sen. Barack Obama of 
Ill inois quickly made his 
way into the dining room 
after shaking a few hands. 
O b a m a  a r r i v e d  f r e s h 
from a campaign stop in 
Charleston.
B u t  t h e  l a r g e s t  a n d 
loudest turnout was for Sen. 
Hil lar y Cl inton of New 
York. Arriving last, Clinton 
appeared surprised at the 
over whelming crowd of 
supporters in the convention 
lobby. 
Clinton leads Obama in 
the campaign money race by 
a mere $375,000. 
A f t e r  d i n n e r,  w h e r e 
former U.S. Rep. Harold 
Ford Jr. gave the keynote 
address ,  t he cand idates 
joined S.C. Congressman 
Jim Clyburn down the street 
for his annual fi sh fry.
While Ford, D-Tenn., lost 
a Senate race last November, 
he’s still viewed by many as a 
rising star in the Democratic 
Party. 
Many of the presidential 
cand idates  rema ined in 
Columbia on Saturday where 
state party leaders gathered 
to elect Carol Fowler as the 
new chairwoman of the state 
Democratic Party. 
While state Democrats 
may still be crowing about 
their time in the national 
spotlight over the past week, 
GOP leaders across the state 
are already making f inal 
preparations for their annual 
meet ing and nat iona l ly 
televised debate in May.
T h e  a n n u a l  S i l v e r 
Elephant Dinner will be held 
on May 14. Sean Hannity of 
Fox News will headline the 
speaker list. The following 
evening, the state GOP will 
host the first-in-the-south 
Republ ican President ia l 
Primary debate that will be 
televised live on Fox News 
Channel. 
DEBATE ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockmetro@gwm.sc.edu
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — A gunman 
shot a police offi cer, then opened 
fire in a parking lot and a mall 
Sunday, authorities said. 
By the time the violence was 
over, he and two other people were 
dead.
The man was shot to death 
inside Ward Park way Center 
in south Kansas Cit y,  pol ice 
spokesman Tony Sanders said. 
Police fi red shots, but it was not 
immediately clear if he was killed 
by authorities.
Authorit ies said the violence 
began early Sunday afternoon, 
when they went to a home to check 
on a woman relatives hadn’t seen 
for days. 
The victim was found dead and 
her car missing, Sanders said.
The car was spotted later in the 
day by an offi cer, who pulled the 
driver over and was shot in the 
arm, police said. The offi cer, whose 
wound was not life-threatening, 
returned fi re.
The car took off and was seen 
later at the shopping center. Police 
said the man fatal ly shot two 
people in the parking lot. 
Then, he went inside the mall 
and fi red more shots, wounding at 
least two others, Sanders said.
Ta r g e t  e m p l o y e e  C a f f i e 
Bradshaw, 19, said she was in a 
break room with two other people 
when they heard shots. She said 
co-workers saw a white man with a 
rifl e who was “spraying bullets.”
The mal l ,  one of the cit y ’s 
busiest shopping centers, was shut 
down and of f icers were going 
through each store. The victims’ 
names were not immediately 
released, and conditions on the 
wounded were not immediately 
available.
 The Associated Press
Police outline bullet casings and place small cones near the evidence as they investigate the crime scene 
at the Valero Express Mart in Kansas City, Mo., on Sunday. A police offi cer and two others were killed.
Heather Hollingsworth
Th e Associated Press
Th ree killed during shooting 
at Kansas City shopping mall
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A section of highway lies burned and crumbled in Emeryville, Calif., after a tanker 
carrying gasoline exploded Sunday. In the resulting blaze, a section of freeway that 
funnels traffi c onto the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge collapsed. 
Highway collapses near San Francisco
Gasoline tanker truck crash paralyzes one of nation’s busiest roadways
OAKLAND, Calif. — A stretch 
of highway near the San 
Franc isco-Oak land Bay 
Bridge collapsed Sunday after 
a gasoline tanker crashed and 
burst into fl ames, leaving one 
of the nation’s busiest spans 
in a state of near paralysis. 
Offi cials said traffi c could be 
disrupted for months.
Flames shot 200 feet in 
the air and the heat was 
intense enough to melt part 
of the freeway and cause 
the collapse, but the truck’s 
driver walked away from the 
scene with second-degree 
burns. No other injuries 
were reported.
“I’ve never seen anything 
like it,” Offi cer Trent Cross 
of the California Highway 
Patrol said of the crumpled 
interchange. “I’m looking at 
this thinking, ‘Wow, no one 
died — that’s amazing. It’s 
just very fortunate.”
A ut hor i t i e s  s a id  t he 
damage could take months 
to repair, and that it would 
cause the worst disruption 
for Bay Area commuters 
since the 1989 Loma Prieta 
ea r t hqu a ke  da maged  a 
section of the Bay Bridge 
itself.
Nearly 75,000 vehicles 
use the portion of the road 
every day, but it ’s where 
three highways converge, 
and authorities said it could 
cause commuting problems 
for hundreds of thousands of 
people.
Transportation officials 
said they already had added 
trains to the Bay Area Rapid 
Transit l ight rail system 
t h a t  t a k e s  c o m m u t e r s 
across San Francisco Bay, 
and were urging people to 
telecommute if possible.
S t a t e  o f f i c i a l s  s a i d 
motorists who try to take 
alternate routes Monday 
instead of relying on public 
transportation would face 
nightmarish commutes.
The tanker carrying 8,600 
gallons of gasoline ignited 
a rou nd 3:45  a .m.  a f ter 
crashing into a pylon on the 
interchange, on the edge of 
downtown Oakland about 
half a mile from the Bay 
Bridge’s toll plaza.
A preliminary investigation 
indicated he may have been 
speeding on the curving 
road, Cross said.
The fire melted a second 
interchange, causing a 250-
yard section of the roadway 
to collapse onto the roadway 
below, according to the 
highway patrol.
Witnesses reported fl ames 
from the blaze reached up to 
200 feet high.
Late Sunday morning, the 
charred section of collapsed 
f reeway was draped at a 
sharp angle onto the highway 
beneath, exposing a web of 
twisted metal beneath the 
concrete.
The Bay Bridge consists of 
two heavily traveled, double-
decked bridges about two 
miles long straddling San 
Francisco Bay.
Sa n Fra nc i sco Mayor 
Gav in Newsom said the 
accident showed how fragile 
the Bay area’s transportation 
network is.
Marcus Wohlsen
Th e Associated Press
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AT        F O R  A  L I M I TED  T I ME  ONLY
Enjoy a homewrecker burrito & regular drink
during cinco de moe’s (april 1–may 5)
CELEBRATE BURRITO INDEPENDENCE
THE FIRST 100 PEOPLE TO PURCHASE A BURRITO AT
 
MOE’S AT 5PM ON SATURDAY, MAY 5TH WILL RECEI
VE A 
FREE BURRITO CARD TO USE ON THEIR NEXT VISIT.
“2 for 1 
Bottled or 
Draft Beer” 
April 1-May 5, 
Monday-Saturday.
One coupon per group, per visit. Not valid with any other offer. Valid from 04/01/07 through 05/05/07. Good only at Main Street. 625 South Main Street at USC. Void where prohibited. Must be 21+.
moes.com
For $6.99
If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic
beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.
in Student Government 
elections violations. He also 
hopes to talk to Housing 
about not letting resident 
adv i ser s  c a mpa ig n for 
specific candidates within 
university housing facilities.
Resolutions concerning 
USC’s new smoking policy 
reached the Senate f loor 
three times this year. The 
f i rst resolut ion, passed 
du r i ng  f i r s t  semes ter, 
encouraged the university 
to enforce the smoking ban 
that prohibits the use of 
tobacco within 25 feet of all 
campus buildings.
The second and third 
resolutions, each sponsored 
by Sen. Steve Smith, a 
third-year math student, 
expressed content with the 
current policy and concern 
for expansion of the policy 
into a campus-wide ban. 
“ T h e  s m o k i n g  b a n 
r e s o l u t i o n  w a s  s o 
controversial because it put 
us at odds with commitments 
we made in the past,” Setzler 
said.   
The Senate elected this 
spring passed the resolution 
that had been defeated by 
the students serving before 
them. 
Holt said that although 
Senators signed on with 
the Healthy Carolina plan 
for a smoke-free campus, 
that they passed Smith’s 
resolution “indicates a new 
desire that the smoking ban 
progress no further than its 
current station,” Holt said.
Holt also said that a vital 
bill that was passed this year 
involved the budget. 
“The most important bill 
set the budget dates for the 
new school year,” Holt said. 
“The bill allowed student 
organizations a crucial extra 
two weeks to submit their 
budgets.”
Holt said that many more 
organizations participated 
in the f inance allocation 
process this year because of 
the two weeks.
Setzler said the Senate 
will accomplish a lot in the 
fall.
“The judiciary committee 
has in its long-term interest 
to go through all the SG 
codes. There will be some 
real substance changes,” 
Setzler said.
H e  a l s o  p l a n s  o n 
continuing to work with the 
Colloquium Café. A recent 
decrease in the availability 
of menu items could be on 
the fl oor for discussion.
“We’ve already started 
working with the café; they 
seem very eager to help us 
out,” Setzler said. 
As for expectations for 
next year, Holt is eager 
to see how a fresh Senate 
membership takes charge.
“I certainly have goals 
for the year, but for the fi rst 
time in a long time, there is 
a completely new group of 
people. I am still growing 
to know my colleagues and 
really have no idea how they 
will respond to or initiate 
discussion on important 
issues,” Holt said. 
Setzler has hopes for 
continuing progress and 
accomplishment next year.
“I think it’s safe to say the 
Senate used to be in a large 
way without power,” Setzler 
said. “I think we are seeing 
the student Senate take on 
more responsibil it y and 
more interest in representing 
the student concern. I hope 
that will continue.” 
SENATE ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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Pro-secular demonstrators wave Turkish fl ags during a rally in Istanbul, Turkey, Sunday.
In Turkey, 700,000 protest 
strict Muslim’s candidacy
ISTANBUL, Turkey — At least 
700,000 people marched 
Sunday in a massive protest 
against the possible election 
of an observant Muslim as 
president, a conflict that is 
pitting Turkey’s religiously 
oriented ruling party against 
the deeply secular military 
and civilian establishment.
Waving the country’s red 
fl ag and singing nationalist 
songs, demonstrators in 
I s t a nbu l  dema nded t he 
resignation of the pro-Islamic 
government, calling Prime 
M in ister  Recep Tay y ip 
Erdogan a traitor. Erdogan’s 
foreign minister, Abdullah 
Gul, is widely expected to 
win the presidential election 
by the country’s 550-seat 
parliament.
“We don’t want a covered 
w o m a n  i n  A t a t u r k ’ s 
p r e s i d e n t i a l  p a l a c e ,” 
protester Ayse Bari, a 67-
year-old housewife, said 
in reference to Gul’s wife 
Hayrunisaah, who wears the 
Muslim headscarf. “We want 
civ il ized, modern people 
there.”
The election has reignited 
a conf l ict over Turkey’s 
national identity that has 
brewed since Mustafa Kemal 
Ataturk, an army offi cer in 
World War I, founded the 
secular republic after the 
collapse of the Ottoman 
Empire. He gave the vote 
to women, restricted Islamic 
dress and replaced the Arabic 
sc r ipt  w it h  t he  Roma n 
alphabet.
But Islam remained potent 
at the grassroots level, and 
some leaders with a religious 
background have portrayed 
themselves as an alternative 
to the secular establishment.
Many, including powerful 
generals, fear Gul would use 
the presidency — a post with 
veto power over legislation 
— to assist his ally, Erdogan, 
in ch ipping away at the 
separat ion of  s t ate  and 
religion. 
The military hinted it may 
step in to resolve the deadlock 
over Gul in parliament. And 
many Turks are calling for 
early elections in the hope 
of replacing the parliament, 
which is dominated by Gul’s 
pro-Islamic ruling party.
“Turkey is secular and will 
remain secular!” shouted 
thousands of protesters, 
many of whom traveled to 
Istanbul from across the 
country overnight.
Turkish police estimated 
t hei r  numbers at  about 
700,000 and cordoned off 
the protest area, conducting 
searches at several entry 
points.
More than 300,000 took 
part in a similar rally in the 
capital Ankara two weeks 
ago.
“This government is the 
enemy of Ataturk,” said 63-
year-old Ahmet Yurdakul, a 
retired government employee 
among the demonstrators on 
Sunday. “It wants to drag 
Turkey to the dark ages.”
On Fr iday, Gul fa i led 
to w in a f i r st  round of 
voting in parliament after 
o p p o s i t i o n  l a w m a k e r s 
boycotted the vote. The 
opposition then appealed to 
the Constitutional Court to 
annul the result on grounds 
there wasn’t a quorum at the 
time of the vote. That night, 
the military threatened to 
intervene in the election and 
warned the government to 
curb Islamic infl uences.
“It should not be forgotten 
that the Turk ish armed 
forces is one of the sides in 
this debate and the absolute 
defender of secularism,” the 
military said in a statement. 
“W hen necessa r y,  t hey 
will display its stance and 
attitudes very clearly. No 
one should doubt that.”
A  d a y  l a t e r ,  t h e 
g o v e r n m e n t ,  s h o w i n g 
confi dence unknown in past 
civ il ian administrat ions, 
rebuked the military and 
said it was “unthinkable” for 
the institution to challenge 
it s pol it ical leaders in a 
democracy.
But Gul was not swayed by 
the threat.
“It is out of the question to 
withdraw my candidacy,” he 
said Sunday.
The current president, 
Ahmet Necdet Sezer, is a 
strong secularist who acted 
as a check on the pro-Islamic 
government.
The mi l it a r y ’s  t h reat 
to intervene in a disputed 
election could also damage 
Turkey’s troubled efforts to 
join the European Union, 
which has urged the Muslim 
nation to reduce the political 
infl uence of the army.
“We hope that one day 
Turkey can join the European 
Union, but for that, Turkey 
has to be a real European 
country, in economic and 
political terms,” European 
Commission President Jose 
Manuel Barroso sa id on 
CNN’s “Late Edition.”
U n d e r  t h e  c u r r e n t 
government, Turkey has 
reined in in f lat ion and 
implemented reforms backed 
by the EU.
Christopher Torchia
Th e Associated Press
USC’s National Award Winning Honor Society
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
You Light Up USC Awards
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society gratefully acknowledges the service to 
students from the faculty, staff, administration, and fellow students at the 
University of South Carolina. As one of the largest student organizations on 
campus with over 3,500 members, ALD is in a unique position to evaluate USC 
personnel from the perspective of our diverse membership. ALD is proud to 
announce 25 members of the USC community who have been selected for the 
2007 “You Light Up USC” awards. The members of Alpha Lambda Delta wish 
to recognize those listed below and express our heartfelt appreciation for the 
hard work and dedication you have shown in going above and beyond your 
call of duty. We want you to know that for us, YOU truly “Light up USC”!
Matthew Boehm  - English Department
Dr. Clay Bolton - Student Life/University 101 Instructor
Aaron Chestnut – Columbia Hall RA
Professor Ed Coon - Hospitality, Retailing, Tourism Management
Keith Cosentino - RLC of West Quad - Housing Staff
Joni Dickerson - Columbia Hall RA
Dr. Mike Dukes - Chemistry 112 professor
Alicia Erwin - Graduate Advisor, Carolina Productions
Kelley Fink - University Housing/U101 Instructor
William H. Harrison - Real Estate Professor, Moore School of Business
Aaron Haberman - Visiting Assistant Professor of History
Dr. Joe Johnson - Professor, Physics Department 
Patricia Jerman - University 101 Professor
Scott Jones - Campus Recreation/Intramurals
Dr. Ed Miller - Financial Aid and Scholarships 
Dr. Catherine J. Murphy - Chemistry Department
Janet Parker -  Resident Advisor 5th Floor Patterson Hall
Crystal Quick - Resident Assistant (RA)
Clair Robinson - USC Housing, adviser, pre-law learning community
Eric Scott - RA in Columbia Hall
Jan Phillips Smoak – Asst. Director, Fellowships and Scholar Programs
Andy Shaffer – University Bookstore
Will Tilford -  Organic Chemistry TA
Shirley Wilson – Sodexho Dining Services (Preston)
2007 ALD Chapter Awards Recipients
Pictured left to right: Brenna Kendrick, Cory Jenks, Brad Setzler, 
Alice Wheet, Rickey Evans, Rod Broady, Eric Brei, and Monica Hogan. 
Not pictured Doni Gibson.
2006-2007 Service Projects 
by ALD members
2007-2008 ALD Ofﬁ cers
Caleb Will – President
Liz Cronin – Vice President
Tyler Woods – Treasurer
Lauren Wilson – Secretary
Julie Cox & Ashley Robertson – Publicity Chairs
Jake McMillin – Historian
Shannon Coon – Intramurals Chair
2007 Outstanding ALD Senior awards:
Taylor Alexander, Ben Sokol, and Mica Jenkins
Congratulations to USC’s ALD Honor Society chapter for:
● welcoming a record number (1041) new members in 2007
● receiving the Order of the Torch for the 4th time—the most of any chapter in the nation
● having more 2006 National ALD scholarship winners than any other chapter nationwide
USC Challenge – SC high school 
academic competition ALD has hosted 
for 18 years
Hallowonka – EdVenture Children’s Mu-
seum event at Halloween
Painted Financial Aid ofﬁ ces -
saved the FA Ofﬁ ce $3,000 by spending 
two days painting
Special Olympics – volleyball team 
support staff
Move-In Crew – faculty / staff program 
assisting new students as they move 
into halls
Scholars Day – hosted the Scholars Day 
Showcase for the University
National ALD Scholarship Fund -- 
raised $1,000 
Recycling Electronics – collected old cell 
phones, laptops, ink cartridges, etc. 
Clothing Drive for the Salvation Army
– collected and delivered $3,500 worth 
of clothes 
Clean Carolina – clean the bridge and 
Blossom Street Garage
Spirit Banners – USC home football 
games and sport events
Nursing Home – assisted residents with 
letter-writing and activities
Check out our Web site at http://web.sa.sc.edu/aldhonor
The 28th annual bodybuilding (men) and ﬁ g-
ure (women’s physique) event was held be-
fore a record crowd at USC.  Jill Hunter and 
Chuck Scogna won the overall titles. The 
eight women ﬁ nalists showed their poise, 
ﬁ gure and symmetry in both dresses and 
two piece swim suits.  Ten men, in three 
different weight classes were judged on 
muscularity, muscle deﬁ nition, sym-
metry and presentation. The Mr. & Miss 
USC is sponsored annually by the 
Bodybuilding and Fitness Club, a USC 
Sports Club.
MR. AND MISS USC 2007
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student K rist ine Talbot 
said this policy might make 
moving dif f icult for out-
of-state students. She said 
if a student’s exams end in 
the middle of the week, it 
may force parents to take 
off work to help their child 
move out.
“They should let you stay 
until the end of the week if 
you need to,” Talbot said.
Students must also make 
sure all trash, posters and 
extra furniture, such as lofts 
and futons brought into the 
dorms, are removed or USC 
will charge a fee.
St udent s  c a n  a l so  be 
charged up to $25 for every 
piece of wood contained 
in a loft, said second-year 
sports and entertainment 
management student Mariah 
Clarke, a resident adviser 
in Patterson Hall. She said 
students can get rid of some 
of these items through the 
donation bins in the lobby of 
the dorms.  
Clarke said residents can 
be fi ned based on the room 
reports they fi lled out at the 
beginning of the year. If a 
resident put on the report 
there was no damage and the 
item is damaged at the end 
of the year, the student will 
be fi ned.
Clarke also said an RA 
must check the students’ 
rooms, whether it is before 
check-out, during a standard 
check-out or during express 
check-out once the student 
has left.
“It can be their own RA, 
but there are also RAs on 
duty 24 hours.  [Students] 
can page somebody and that 
person will go to the room 
and make sure there aren’t 
any damages,” Clarke said.
As f inal advice, Clarke 
suggested students be on top 
of their game and ready for 
move-out day.
“Don’t wait until the last 
minute to pack a l l  your 
stuff,” Clarke said.  “Pack 
little things here and there.”
MOVING ● Continued from 1
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Searching for the right 
col lege match, st udents 
and parents usually have 
plenty of questions about 
topics like class size, dining 
options and extracurricular 
activities. But colleges say 
they get fewer queries on 
counsel ing ser v ices and 
campus security.
That could change after 
the horrif ic shootings at 
Virginia Tech. The group 
Secu r it y  on Campus ,  a 
nonprofit advocacy group, 
says a number of high schools 
are asking for copies of the 
group’s “safet y audit ,” a 
printed guide to help seniors 
evaluate campus safety along 
with other factors as they 
make their college choice.
Experts emphasize there 
is no way to anticipate an 
event like the Virginia Tech 
shooting. But two big issues 
it highlighted — campus 
mental health services and 
security — are topics every 
student should care about.
A b out  13  p er c e nt  o f 
university students and 25 
percent at liberal arts colleges 
use mental health services, 
according to The Anxiety 
Disorders Associat ion of 
America.
Ca mpus  c r i me va r ie s 
widely by school, but is 
more  w ide s pre ad  t h a n 
ma ny s t udent s  rea l i ze . 
Among about 17 mill ion 
college students, institutions 
repor ted relat ively  few 
criminal of fenses in the 
category of murder or non-
negligent homicide: just 15 
on campuses in 2004, and 48 
overall, according to federal 
fi gures.
But that large communities 
of peers live together makes 
colleges more vulnerable to 
other types of crime. On-
campus alone, there were 
nearly 40,000 burglaries and 
more than 3,600 forcible 
sexual assaults that year.
Experts say students and 
parents should ask questions 
during the college search 
about campus mental health 
and security services.
COUNSELING:
F i n d  o u t  w h e t h e r  a 
u n iver s it y ’s  cou nsel ing 
center is accredited by the 
International Association of 
Counseling Services. If so, 
it means the center has hit 
a number of benchmarks in 
such areas as training and 
ethics.
The 200 accredited U.S. 
universities on the group’s 
Web site are mostly larger 
s c h o o l s ,  b u t  s t u d e n t s 
considering smaller schools 
can ask many of the same 
questions of college offi cials, 
says Keith Anderson, a staff 
psychologist at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, chair 
of a nat ional task force 
on counseling center best 
practices. Among them:
— What is the ratio of 
counseling staff to students? 
( I A C S  s u g g e s t s  o n e 
counselor for every 1,000 to 
1,500 students).
— Is someone from the 
counseling center available 
24 hours a day?
—  A r e  w a l k - i n 
appointments ava i lable? 
Almost any center will have 
procedures for emergencies, 
but without walk-in hours 
it  m ight  t a ke  week s  to 
g e t  a  n o n - e m e r g e n c y 
appointment.
— Is there a psychiatrist 
on staff? That’s a particularly 
important question for the 
growing number of students 
who arrive on campus already 
taking medication. If there 
isn’t, students may have to 
fi nd an off-campus doctor to 
monitor medication, or have 
it sent from home.
— Does the counseling 
center have the resources to 
focus on prevention, rather 
than simply treating patients 
who seek help and respond 
to emergencies? The best 
counsel ing centers have 
broad outreach programs 
where they speak regularly 
to faculty, resident advisers 
and students about warning 
signs and available resources, 
Anderson said.
LOOK AT CAMPUS CRIME 
STATISTICS: 
A federal law called the 
Clery Act requires colleges 
to release, each year, detailed 
statistics on campus crime. 
You can get  s t at s  for  a 
particular campus from the 
U.S. Education Department’s 
Web site,  or the site of 
Security on Campus.
Ta ke t he  nu mber s  i n 
context by comparing them 
to schools of similar size. 
And remember that in some 
categories, a high number 
isn’t necessarily a bad thing.
“If a school with 10,000 
students shows 15 sexual 
assaults, that may raise a 
red f lag,” said Alison Kiss, 
program director at Security 
on Campus. “But when you 
call, you may find out they 
have phenomenal sexual 
assault services” so students 
may feel more comfortable 
reporting assaults. It’s not 
credible that a large school 
would have no sexual assaults, 
and that claim would raise a 
different kind of red fl ag.
THINK ABOUT SECURITY ON A 
CAMPUS VISIT: 
T he  “c a m p u s  au d i t ” 
published by Security on 
Campus suggests a number 
of  ques t ions .  Do dor m 
rooms have safety chains 
and dead bolts? Are doors 
left propped open? Are there 
regular security patrols? The 
audit also suggests asking 
colleges about their parental 
notification policies when, 
for instance, a student is 
accused of stalking.
GET INFORMATION ON THE 
CAMPUS POLICE FORCE: 
At some schools, police 
are sworn offi cers with full 
arrest powers who are as well 
or better trained than their 
municipal counterpart s. 
Elsewhere, they are more 
like private security guards 
who have to call on better-
trained law enforcement in 
a crisis.
Ask whether the campus 
police force is accredited 
by  t he  Com m is s ion on 
A c c red i t a t ion  for  L aw 
Enforcement Agencies. If 
so, the campus police have 
gone through a rigorous 
eva luat ion. Thir t y-n ine 
un iversit y pol ice forces 
have CALEA accreditation 
(including Virginia Tech), 
and another 23 are pursuing 
it.
A campus with a small or 
unaccredited police force is 
not necessarily unsafe, but 
needs to have a close working 
relationship with other area 
police.
ASK ABOUT EMERGENCY 
COMMUNICATIONS:
V i r g i n i a  Te c h  f a c e d 
criticism for failing to notify 
students after the shooting 
of the f irst two students, 
which happened two hours 
before 31 more people , 
including the gunman, were 
killed across campus. Police 
said they believed the first 
two victims were part of a 
domestic dispute, but said 
even if they had tried to shut 
the campus down, getting 
the word out to thousands of 
students and faculty would 
be diffi cult.
B e t t e r  e m e r g e n c y 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  w i t h 
students was already on the 
agenda at many colleges, but 
has become more urgent after 
Virginia Tech. Some schools 
are considering warning 
sirens and outdoor speakers; 
others are trying to see if 
new cell phone technologies 
might help.
A sk about  a  col lege’s 
current capabilities — and 
plans — for reaching students 
in an emergency.
awareness in others, so it can 
explain the situation to even 
more people.
 “It’s a global crisis that 
i s  now occurr ing,” sa id 
Duane Cooper f rom the 
Save Darfur Coalition. “We 
want to bring this important 
issue and this crisis to the 
forefront of the American 
international conscious. We 
want the students here on 
USC’s campus to be aware of 
the atrocities that are going 
on in Darfur.”
C o o p e r  e n c o u r a g e d 
st udent s at  t he ra l ly to 
become involved and create 
awareness about and action 
against the genocide. 
“We’re urging them to 
contact their elected offi cials, 
t he i r  cong re s smen a nd 
senators. We’re urging them 
to take action. The people at 
Darfur need us. They need 
the United States as well as 
the international community 
to come and support this 
position.”
E b o n y  J o h n s o n ,  a 
Columbia resident who went 
to the rally, heard about 
Darfur on the news a few 
months ago and has been 
following it since then.
 “I think it’s terrible what’s 
happened,” Johnson said. She 
said because the U.S. isn’t 
tied to Sudan for economic 
reasons, the government isn’t 
concerned. 
“I think that it’s wrong,” 
she said. “I’ve been on the 
Web site savedarfur.org, 
and I saw that it was the 
Global Days of Darfur week, 
and I wanted to see what 
some people in Columbia 
were doing to combat the 
problem.”
Jorge Botala, a third-year 
geology student who came 
to USC from West Africa, is 
concerned about getting the 
message out.
“I say it is good to raise 
awareness about the situation 
in Darfur,” Botala said. “It is 
something that we don’t see 
every day on news and TV. 
I say a rally like this informs 
people about what happens 
in the world.”
DARFUR ● Continued from 1
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Experts oﬀ er tips to judge campus mental health, safety services
Justin Pope
Th e Associated Press
Lord so loved world that 
He forsook college sinners 
to march of Bible thump
Ladies and gentlemen of 
USC, I have a confession 
to make. You see, every 
so often I’m sure you’ve 
experienced pastors at the 
Russell House pounding 
Bibles in their palms and 
calling out to the sinning 
population of USC to fi nd 
Jesus as soon as possible 
b e fore  t he  he l l s tor m 
begins.
Wel l ,  t hose  pa s tor s 
aren’t just setting up shop 
without permission; no, 
they have to be invited by 
someone on campus. After 
seeing the disrespect and 
mockery these vigilantes 
of religious freedom have 
suffered, I’m afraid I must 
out myself as the person 
who keeps inviting them 
on our fine, jezebellious 
campus.
The term “jezebellious” 
i s ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  t h e 
combination of “jezebel” 
and “rebellious,” meaning 
“rebellion through offering 
one’s  b o d y  to  o t her s 
sexually.” You know who 
else liked to rebel? Here’s 
a hint: he shares Santa’s 
name, but with the letters 
rearranged.
Seriously, 
w h i l e  a 
n u m b e r 
o f  y o u 
have t aken 
c l a s s e s  o n 
ph i losophy 
and religion 
t o  f i n a g l e 
s o m e 
u n d e r s t -
a n d i n g  o f 
morals and spirituality, 
the only real course you’ve 
needed is a good saving 
grace. You see, the works 
of this world are destined 
to become dust, which is 
why God decided to spread 
His word to us all through 
the fi nite device of a book.
I can already hear the 
jeers from some of you 
who  c a n’t  w r ap  you r 
sinful heads around the 
pa s tor s ’  defend i ng  of 
religious freedom. If their 
religious beliefs include 
your obvious damnation to 
a lake of fi re and despair, 
who are you to argue, 
you tolerant relat iv ist? 
I ’ ve  he a rd  s t or ie s  o f 
passionate pastors at other 
campuses being assisted 
by a gentleman dressed in 
robot garb brandishing a 
picket reading, “Robots 
are awesome.” I don’t ever 
hear about how THAT 
guy doesn’t have a right to 
shove his views on others!
Now comes the point 
w h e r e  I  d e f e n d  m y 
invitations to the pastors. 
W hy inv ite  people  so 
focused on negat iv it y 
and scare tactics to yell 
about the glories of God? 
That’s a no-brainer: God’s 
all-encompassing love is 
always available for those 
ready to receive it .  It 
follows that if people are 
st ill reluctant to accept 
such a gracious offer, they 
must be in need of some 
consequences.
Sure, the old saying goes 
that you attract more fl ies 
with honey, but you also 
keep the dog in its yard 
with an electric collar, 
and God has some pretty 
hefty shocks for those who 
venture outside of His 
good graces. 
First of a l l would be 
existence in a hellish world 
bound by faulty logic and 
reason instead of pretty 
angels and a white guy 
with a beard. Think about 
it: is there anything more 
aggravating than having 
people who know nothing 
about the truth yelling it 
in your face when they 
know nothing about you?
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IN OUR OPINION
Accusations of racism 
false, unfairly aimed
Don’t blame the messengers. It’s an age-old saying, 
but that doesn’t make it any less true. 
Friday’s front page caused some concerned readers to 
call our staff racist after we printed seven mugshots of 
black fraternity members charged with hazing on the 
front page but did not print pictures of a white student 
who was charged with making explosives. 
In a perfect world, we’d have the photos, phone 
numbers and contact information of every student 
on campus, but this isn’t a 
perfect world. The reality is 
that the Lexington County 
Sher if f ’s  Depar tment 
sent us mugshots of the 
fraternity members while 
t he  Colu mbia  Pol ice 
Department didn’t. 
It’s sad that people will assume we are racist without 
all the facts. People of all races can make the front page. 
In the past semester, we’ve run mugshots of Stephen 
Garcia, Blake Mitchell and two white swimmers. 
Our job is to report the news — good and bad. 
We love getting letters to the editor and encourage 
criticism, but we aren’t OK with people calling us 
racists. People of all backgrounds work here, and we 
welcome students from any race, ethnicity or area of 
study to join our staff. 
But this issue isn’t about race. It’s about seven 
fraternity members charged with hitting another 
student with a steel bat more than 100 times until he 
had to be taken to the hospital. Student Life Director 
Jerry Brewer called the incident unprecedented here. 
But college pranksters have been making Drain-O 
bombs for ages. 
And while explosives are never something to be 
taken lightly, when it comes to newsworthiness, stupid 
pranks don’t compare to brutal beatings. Those are 
the ones who deserve to have their pictures on the 
front page. 
If you want to blame anyone for making a community 
look bad, blame those who screwed up in the first 
place.  
We love getting letters 
to the editor, but we 
aren’t OK with people 
calling us racists.
House of God built on ﬁ ery brimstone
THOMAS 
MALUCK
Th ird-year 
English 
student
Controversial 
conﬂ icts need 
moral leaders 
for solutions
Strong, righteous stances 
crucial to exterminating 
intolerant, unjust actions
Martin Luther King Jr. 
once said “The hottest place 
in Hell is reserved for those 
who remain neutral in times 
of great moral confl ict.” This 
quotation, with 
it s reference 
to the words 
o f  D a n t e , 
guided K ing 
in his quest for 
v ic tor y over 
the immorality 
d r i v i n g  t he 
racism in this 
country.
He bravely 
saw the great 
moral conflict 
of his time and 
took it on with full force, 
giving his life rather than 
doing nothing. The moral 
foundation and convictions 
of this great man drove him 
to action.
The great English statesman 
W i l l i a m  W i l b e r f o r c e 
said of the slave trade, “So 
enormous, so dreadful, so 
irremediable did the trade’s 
wickedness appear that my 
own mind was completely 
made up for abolition. Let 
the consequences be what 
they would, I from this time 
determined that I would 
never rest until I had effected 
its abolition.”
Wilberforce, like King, 
refused to stay silent while 
injust ice and immorality 
reigned free in his country. 
H i s  mor a l  conv ic t ion s 
formed the foundation of his 
mission.
This semester,  I  have 
t r ied to h ighl ight great 
moral conflicts confronting 
our world and to beg in 
conversations about possible 
solutions. 
Through this process, 
I  h a v e  b e e n  l a b e l e d 
“brainwashed,” “holier-than-
thou,” “deeply religious,” 
and I have been accused of 
pushing my moral it y on 
the readers. On the charge 
of using morality to guide 
me as I try to defend the 
voiceless unborn children, I 
stand guilty. I have refused to 
remain neutral in this time of 
great moral confl ict because 
I believe that it is the right 
thing to do.
To those who fault me for 
basing my actions off of a 
moral foundation, I must ask 
you what is it that guides your 
life? If not morality, what tells 
you that it is wrong to steal, 
wrong to rape or wrong to 
murder?
Some say that such moral 
codes that gu ided great 
men and women in history 
no longer apply to today’s 
culture. Moral relativism is 
the order of the day and it 
is now “intolerant” to label 
any other person’s activity or 
choices immoral. Base your 
disagreement with me off the 
substance of my arguments 
rather than attacking the fact 
that a moral code has guided 
me to those conclusions.
This great country will 
quickly fall if the day arrives 
that a majority of us “remain 
neutral in t imes of great 
moral confl ict” and refuse to 
let morality guide us for fear 
of intolerance. It is morality 
that drove the abolitionists to 
seek the end of slavery, and it 
is morality that will restore 
the rights of life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness to all 
people regardless of age, size 
or location.
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Poor planning, keg parties 
can lead to squirrel rabies 
infection, fountain dancing
    Despite an ill-fated start to 
my college career involving 
two alcohol violations in 
one semester (that takes 
a lot of poor planning 
and some hard knocks in 
the luck department), I 
managed to keep my nose 
clean for the remainder of 
my freshman year. Staying 
holed up in your library 
study carrel at all hours 
(plus weekends) is not the 
best way to make friends 
and influence people, but 
it’s foolproof for staying out 
of trouble. 
I realized over summer 
break, however, that despite 
the obvious charms of a 
lifestyle free from the stress 
of possibly being arrested, 
I missed something. Call 
it joie de vivre, or great 
minds thinking alike, or 
the college experience — I 
really did miss the fantastic 
kids I met every weekend 
at parties. I’m sure most of 
the campus has fi gured out 
the balancing act by now, 
but I was a little slow on the 
uptake. I’m OK with that. 
Better late than never. The 
anecdote I’d like to relate, 
though, is one that perhaps 
everyone hasn’t heard. To 
those of you with murky 
pasts filled with alcohol-
induced bad decisions, this 
m i g h t  b e 
where you’d 
l ike to stop 
reading. It’s 
going to get a 
smidge ugly. 
I  w a s  a t 
a  p a r t y  a 
whi le back , 
and I ’d had 
more drinks 
t ha n a  g i rl 
my size can 
responsibly 
handle. A friend and I were 
walk ing across campus 
when it suddenly occurred 
to us that wading in the 
fountain in front of the 
Thomas Cooper library 
would be a spectacular idea. 
In seconds we’d stripped 
down to itsy-bitsies and 
gotten in, going all the 
way to touch the spray of 
the fountain before we 
headed back to shore. It was 
amazing. We bonded. We 
made memories. 
We  h a d  t o  s h o w e r 
immediately, because we 
were covered in icky slime. 
Does it get worse? I was 
walking to my Horseshoe 
apa r t ment  f rom Cool 
Beans one afternoon and 
slipped through the back 
way, behind the South 
Caroliniana Library. There 
is a small garden there 
between the library and the 
war memorial. On this day 
I was surprised to see two 
men in uniforms standing 
around the fountain, with a 
third man standing inside of 
it. I was curious to see what 
might convince a grown 
man to stand waist deep 
in filthy, pollen-yellowed 
water, so I approached 
and started making small 
talk. The water had been 
drained, and the man inside 
was leaning on his shovel 
to dredge up the muck. I 
shivered for a moment. You 
may think up your own 
adjectives for the stench.
“So, how often do y’all 
come out here and clean 
the fountains like this?” 
“Oh, we’re sure to clean 
‘em every year. We throw 
some bleach in there ‘bout 
once a week ; k i l ls the 
rabies.”
“Rabies, really? Is that... 
is that from rats drowning 
in there?”
“No, we only get a couple 
of them. It ’s squirrels, 
mainly. They try to just 
get in there for a sip, an’ ... 
sploosh.”
Sploosh. This is how 
t he ( helpf u l ,  amiable , 
personable) maintenance 
ma n de sc r ibed  to  me 
why he throws bleach in 
the fountain once a week 
to kill the rabies. Sploosh 
happens. The moral of all of 
this is that a study carrel is 
no place to live the college 
experience or discover 
yourself or make friends. If 
you decide to party, though 
(go for it— you only live 
once), try not to be the 
drunkard who discovers 
the meaning of sploosh. 
Don’t let bad college experiences scare you
BRAD LEAKE
Th ird-year 
history 
student
MARY 
ELIZABETH 
JOHNS
Second-year 
history 
student
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“This story is really long. Man, a lot of stuff 
happened in Russia today.”
— Liz White
Information Compiled by Christina Stritzinger/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Photo Illustration by Julia Anderson / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
CHARLESTON/ISLE 
OF PALMS
CHARLOTTE
GREENVILLE
MYRTLE BEACH
COLUMBIA
SAVANNAH
Verizon Wireless Ampitheatre
Godsmack — May 9 
Gwen Stefani, Akon, 
Lady Sovereign 
— May 12
Martina McBride, Little 
Big Town, Rodney Atkins 
— June 2
Honda Civic Tour: Fall 
Out Boy, +44, Paul 
Wall, Th e Academy Is ... 
— June 13
Vans Warped Tour 
— July 23
John Mayer, Ben Folds 
— August 1
House of Blues
Chevelle, Finger 11, 
Strata — May 31
Johnny Lang — June 2
Ben Harper and 
Innocent Criminals 
— June 14
Rise Against, Silverstein, 
Comeback Kid — June 22
Edwin McCain — July 6
Hawthorne Heights 
— July14
Etta James — July 20
B.B. King — July 22
Th e Windjammer
Sister Hazel — May 26-28
Will Hoge — June 27-28
Music Farm
Bruce in the USA 
— May 10
Action City Blackout 
— June 27-28
Afroman — May 18
Daughtry — June 6
Son Volt — June 15
Bi-Lo Center
Hank Williams Jr. and 
Lynyrd Skynyrd — June 2
Tool — June 5
Cirque du Soliel’s 
Delirium — June 6-7
Yolanda Adams — June 16
Columbia Coliseum
Chaka Khan, Patti Labelle 
— May 18
Headliners
Badﬁ sh (Tribute to 
Sublime) — June 5
Bowling for Soup — July 1
Savannah Civic Center
Trace Adkins — May 17
COLUMBIA
CHARLESTON
GREENVILLE
MYRTLE BEACH
S.C. Summer Concert Schedule
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Every summer, the r ich old men of 
Hollywood open up their wallets and shovel 
millions of dollars into projects they know 
nothing about, all in the hopes that they’ll 
be prof itable. Fortunately, some other 
people tend to make those movies pretty 
exciting, giving us an over-the-top spectacle 
to enjoy in the heat of the summer months. 
There are dozens of movies vying for 
your attention this summer, but for the 
moment, we’ll only focus on the most 
ungodly enormous of them.
The off icial opening of the summer 
money-grab starts May 4 with the release 
of “Spider-Man 3.” This third fi lm in the 
series might be the last, because Tobey 
Maguire is reportedly unwilling to do a 
fourth. But it looks like the best one yet. 
With the introduction of Venom, the end 
of that annoying “Mary Jane doesn’t know 
I’m Spider Man” awkwardness and a nice 
revenge plot, “Spider Man 3” looks like 
it just might please fanboys and casual 
audiences alike. Unfortunately, if you’ve 
seen the trailer more than twice, you’ve 
already been handed the entire plot of the 
fi lm. Oops!
If Spider Man’s profi ts haven’t sucked the 
economy dry by May 25, then “Pirates of the 
Caribbean: At World’s End” might go ahead 
and fi nish it off. What is being called the 
fi nal fi lm in the series, this “Pirates” looks 
even more ridiculous than the last one. 
There’s something about Singapore, Keith 
Richards as Jack Sparrow’s dad, underwater 
boats, pirate heaven ... oh, whatever. It’s 
going to be huge and confusing, but maybe 
this time it will actually have an ending. 
Expect to be excited, confused, amazed, 
thrilled and confused some more.
Conveniently waiting until you almost 
forgot it even existed, “Shrek the Third” 
will open on May 18 for another fairy tale 
adventure. There’s no telling how successful 
this one is going to be, because pretty 
much everyone likes something about this 
series. In “The Third,” Shrek has a kid, 
behaves like an ogre and Eddie Murphy 
keeps talking. Surprise! “Shrek the Third” 
will undoubtedly make fi stfuls of cash, but 
you can’t help but wonder if the series is 
still fresh or relevant.  Donkey is annoying, 
Shrek is “gross,” and there will be topical 
pop culture jokes all over the place. We get 
it. We’re all going to see it anyway, so here’s 
hoping that it’s got some surprises in store 
for us.  
Completing the “Hollywood will suck 
your wallet dry” cycle of the summer, 
“Harr y Pot ter and t he Order of t he 
Phoenix,” the fi fth fi lm in the book-adapted 
series, opens on July 13. The trailers for 
this look pretty exciting, and fans of the 
book can expect a pretty true to form 
“Transformers” — July 4
“Ocean’s Thirteen” — June 8
“Live Free or Die Hard” 
— June 27
“Knocked Up” — June 1
“The Simpsons Movie” 
— July 27
“28 Weeks Later” — May 11
Other summer fl icks:Summer movie lineup 
packed with sequels
Th is year’s blockbusters bound to leave hungry ﬁ lm audiences satisﬁ ed
SEQUEL ● 12
Tyler Mobley
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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What “The Condemned” 
wants you to k now: the 
media will sell you violence, 
you will watch violence, you 
are violent for watching that 
violence, the media deserves 
to die, foreigners are killers, 
a l l  A s ia n  people  k now 
kung-f u, women cannot 
defend themselves f rom 
anything, World Wrestling 
Entertainment cannot make 
good movies and it will still 
make them in spite of this.    
Just so you know, Stone 
Cold Steve Austin does not 
want to kill you. He is an 
American soldier, a good-
old Texas nat ive, and he 
inexplicably has no eyebrows. 
However, if you cross Stone 
Cold Steve Austin in any way, 
he will have no choice but to 
kill you. Of course, as long 
as you’re not a death-row 
convict placed on an island 
to fi ght to the death on TV 
for your freedom and the 
viewing pleasure of millions, 
you have nothing to worry 
about. Otherwise, you’ve 
totally got it coming.
“The Condemned” is one 
of the worst movies no one 
will see this year. It’s not the 
worst movie ever made, but 
it’s the kind of bad that erases 
memories and keeps wallets 
fi rmly closed. 
What’s that?  You didn’t 
know that WWE, the folks 
who brought you Hulk Hogan 
and homo-erot ic/phobic 
wrestle-fests, made movies? 
Oh yeah, they make movies 
all right, and they’re doing it 
to make you a better person.  
“The Condemned” really 
wants to make you think 
about the desensitization of 
our culture to violence and 
how the media will even sell 
murder as long as you buy 
it.  The best way for them to 
make you think about that, of 
course, is to hire Steve “No 
Brows” Austin to pretend to 
murder people for two hours 
while they try to sell this 
movie to you.
N o t  o n l y  i s  “ T h e 
Condemned” one of the 
most hypocritical movies to 
be made so far this year, it’s 
almost the most offensive. 
Everyone expects the WWE 
to be pretty trashy, and people 
who get upset over its antics 
are usually kind of ridiculous. 
This time, though, it’s a bit 
much even for the WWE. It’s 
the kind of lame offensiveness 
that says “we did no research 
for this fi lm, so we’re going 
to use unfair stereotypes.”  
For example, let’s look 
at the cast of “murderous” 
characters. The “Asian guy” 
knows kung fu. That’s all. 
There is literally nothing 
else to his character. The 
“black guy” has to say things 
like “Now that’s what I’m 
talkin’ about,” and he gets 
killed almost immediately. 
The Hispanic couple, for 
absolutely no reason, is a pair 
of spicy lovers. What about 
women in general, though? 
Don’t they get some royal 
treatment? They sure do!
A long w it h our eight 
male killers, there are two 
women thrown onto the 
island.  Just like all women on 
death row, they are beautiful 
and completely defenseless. 
The female killers in “The 
Condemned,” to get to the 
grisly point, only serve as 
rape victims. They are given 
no characterization, almost 
no lines, and they get raped. 
That’s it.
Austin, though, is a heavily-
muscled slice of American 
apple pie. He weeps pure 
tears of justice and naturally 
grows chest hair in the shape 
of the American fl ag.  Austin 
kills foreigners, liberal media 
types, and even an “Islamic 
fundamentalist” with swift 
authority. All he wants is to 
get home to Texas to see his 
blonde-haired, blue-eyed 
girlfriend on the farm. What 
more could a conservative 
American stereotype ask for?
Save your money and skip 
“The Condemned.” Go rent 
“Battle Royale” for the exact 
same plot with actual satire 
and thought.
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interpretation of the book. 
The more these kids grow 
up, the more worthwhile 
their movies get. So far, 
this looks to top all of its 
predecessors. There is no 
doubt in anyone’s mind that 
Harry Potter will destroy 
the box offi ce on its opening 
week and the many weeks 
following.
There is no lack of choices 
this summer, so good luck 
p ic k i n g  a nd  c ho o s i ng. 
Undoubtedly, many of these 
mov ies  a re going to be 
ridiculous and unnecessary 
(“Transformers”), but more 
than a few should reasonably 
entertain you in the air-
conditioned freezer of your 
local movie theater.
Special to The Daily Gamecock
“Stone Cold” Steve Austin’s character backhands a fellow inmate and competitor while trying to leave the island alive.
‘Condemned’ hypocritical, pointless waste of time
Stereotypes, useless violence focus of fi lm 
starring ex-pro-wrestler “Stone Cold”
“The Condemned”
★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
Tyler Mobley
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu
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Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu
ACROSS 
1 Cots and cradles
5 Up and about
10 Bloke
14 Jai __
15 Philosopher Josiah
16 Las Vegas rival
17 Car/trucks?
18 Lions’ hairdos
19 Mineral supplement
20 A mean Amin
21 Gem in the   
 Smithsonian
23 Bookkeeper’s books
25 Scheduled
26 Infl uence
27 Responsive to   
 advice
32 Drive off
34 Write letter by letter
35 Rogers or Orbison
36 Terrible tsar
37 Bodice
38 Female equine
39 Performed
40 Monet’s hat
41 Kept for later
42 Periodic table   
 components
44 Simple
45 “A Bug’s Life” hero
46 Very thirsty
49 Yeah, us too!
54 Actor Wallach
55 Letters on a pork  
 loin
56 Shaq’s surname
57 Beach toy
58 Secluded valley
59 __ Carlo
60 Spoken
61 Slugger Sammy
62 Aromatic   
 compound
63 Teeny
DOWN 
1 Pesto herb
2 Duck past
3 Star of “Just Shoot  
 Me”
4 Bro’s sibling
5 Weapons store
6 Dove and Ivory
7 Actress Daly
8 Frosted
9 Occupant
10 Ukrainian   
 peninsula
11 Long sandwich
12 In a short while
13 Goldfi sh habitat
21 Make sound
22 Uncle’s wife
24 Dancer Verdon
27 Zodiac ram
28 Spray
29 Mel Gibson movie
30 Traditional stories
31 Checked out
32 Go by car
33 Satan’s area of   
 expertise
34 Go separate ways
37 Returned to one’s  
 roots
38 Artist Chagall
40 Twisted
41 Belgrade native
43 Tomorrow in Tijuana
44 Rough handler
46 Metal sheet
47 Inventor Howe
48 Lulu
49 Moonshine   
 containers
50 Norwegian capital
51 Bad day for Caesar
52 Adam’s grandson
53 Penny
57 Fermented taro  
 dish
Edited by Wayne Robert Williams 4/30/07
Brought to you by:
Solutions from Friday
Crossword
TODAY
CITIES APART, MALADROIT 
MAFIA, THE DECADE
Headliners 
700 Gervais St. 
$7 
7 p.m.
USC SYMPHONY WITH 
MARVIN HAMLISCH
Koger Center for the Arts 
1051 Greene St. 
$25 
7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
T H E  M A T C H E S ,  T H E 
SECRET HANDSHAKE, NEW 
ATLANTIC, LYDIA
T h e  N e w  B r o o k l a n d 
Tavern
122 State St.
$12
6 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
THE EXIES, SMILE EMPTY 
SOUL
Headliners
700 Gervais St.
$12 advance, $15 day of 
show
7 p.m.
Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
Welcome to Falling Rock National Park ◆ By Josh Shalek
HOROSCOPES
The Secret Handshake
the scene
USC
Complete the grid so each 
row, column AND 3-by-3 box 
(in bold borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.
Level 1 2 3 4
© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
Sudoku By The Mepham Group 04/30/07
Solutions to Friday’s Sudoku
How to Play
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A r i e s   D o  a  l o t  m o r e 
l i s t en i ng  t h a n  t a l k i ng 
for a while. Specif ically, 
do not discuss how much 
m o n e y  i s  c o m i n g  i n . 
Taurus  Approach your work 
with a fresh perspect ive. 
Look for ways to create 
even more sec u r it y  for 
yourself and your loved ones. 
Gemini   You may not be 
quite ready yet to get back 
into the old routine. You 
may need to take another 
sick day, in order to get well.
Cancer  A family member can 
help your workday go a lot 
easier. You might even be able 
to talk him or her into doing 
the entire job. Give it a try.
Leo  As you study, you’ll 
d i s c o v e r  u n s u s p e c t e d 
op t ion s .  C on s ide r  t he 
fun factor, too. Design a 
lifestyle you’ll love living.
Virgo  You should be doing 
c reat ive  work ,  perhaps 
involving technology. Does 
that sound like fun? Good.
Libra  You’re very persuasive 
now and becoming even 
more so. Get your facts 
down straight and down 
pat. Take copious notes.
Scorpio  You’ll get your best 
informat ion today f rom 
your silent partners. Also 
check for the latest news 
coming across the grapevine.
Sagit tarius  You’re always 
a s k i n g  q u e s t i o n s  a n d 
sometimes you get interesting 
answers. You don’t have to 
tell everything you know, 
however. Be quiet and listen.
Capricorn  It’s the support 
you get f rom the people 
who love you that makes 
you great. Pets count, too.
A q u a r i u s   T h i n k  y o u 
can get a “wellness day” 
o f f ?  I t ’s  w o r t h  a  t r y.
Pisces Did you know Pisces 
is the sign of the billionaire? 
It’s not all luck. Get busy.
Kelly Bobrow / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The USC Symphonic Band performs a concert in front of a large crowd near the 
McKissick Museum on Sunday evening. The Concert Band performed shortly after.
PIC OF THE DAY
The Gamecocks have experienced 
a few setbacks while battling a tough 
schedule th is year. A labama was 
supposed to provide a little relief before 
the Gamecocks face off against SEC 
East rival Kentucky in Columbia.
Someone should have told the 
Crimson Tide.
To start off the weekend, Alabama 
doubled USC’s run total in a 10-5 
victory. Friday’s game was a continuance 
of the consistent downward spiral that 
Carolina ace junior Harris Honeycutt 
has experienced this season.
Honeycut t  s t a r ted t he season 
undefeated at 7-0, but has since dropped 
his last three starts. Additionally, after 
his seventh win, Honeycutt led the 
Gamecocks with the lowest ERA with 
a sub-2.00 ERA. He now places fourth 
with a 3.03 ERA.
Carolina also underperformed at the 
plate. The team went 7-for-30 from the 
plate, well below their season average 
of .301.
Saturday brought out the lone 
shining spot for the Gamecocks. Junior 
pitcher Arik Hempy, a candidate for 
comeback player of the year in anyone’s 
book, earned his fourth victory of the 
season. 
A slow and steady comeback from a 
serious injury last season has Hempy 
pitching his best. He is second on the 
team in ERA and owns the lowest ERA 
of any starter. Saturday saw Hempy 
throw his season-high in innings 
pitched, with 7.1, and strikeouts, with 
seven.
With the series on the line, the 
Gamecocks came out fi ring on Sunday. 
Carolina’s offense scored 10 runs in 
the fi rst three innings. Starting junior 
pitcher Wynn Pelzer looked to have 
things under control, allowing only 
four runs in the same three innings.
However, beginning in the top of 
the fourth, things started to spiral 
downwards. The Carolina offense 
sputtered and Pelzer gave up four more 
runs in the next three innings. 
Freshman Blake Cooper came on 
in relief, walking three and giving up 
two runs in 1.1 innings pitched. Senior 
pitcher Jeff Jeffords came on in hopes 
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Steinbrenner has little 
to show for outrageous 
spree during offseason 
I sure hope someone has 
some aspirin for New York 
Ya n kees  ow ner  G eorge 
Steinbrenner. 
As we all know, 
The Boss will 
not stand for 
losing and will 
do anything in 
h is power to 
see his beloved 
franchise in the 
World Series. 
That  shou ld 
be evident by 
t he  Ya n kee s 
whopping $200 
million payroll as reported 
by ESPN.com.  
The Yankee payroll is by 
far the largest in the major 
leagues and is approximately 
$60 million more than that 
of its nearest competitor, 
the Boston Red Sox, which 
comes in at just over $140 
million.
The Yankees have quite 
possibly one of the most 
d au nt i n g  l i ne up s  e ve r 
assembled.  Every player 
in the bat t ing order has 
been to multiple All Star 
games, other than Doug 
Mientkiewicz and Robinson 
C a n o ,  a n d  C a n o  w i l l 
certainly take part in many 
more Mid-Summer Classics 
before he is fi nished.  New 
York position players have 
33 All-Star appearances.  
New York’s lineup boasts 
the likes of perennial all-
stars such as Jorge Posada 
(four appearances), Derek 
Jeter (seven appearances), 
J a s o n  G i a m b i  ( f i v e 
appearances), Mike Mussina 
(fi ve appearances), Mariano 
Rivera (eight appearances), 
and A lex Rodr ig uez (10 
appearances).  The lineup 
is rounded out with other 
big league stars like Bobby 
Abreu, Johnny Damon, and 
Hideki Matsui, all of whom 
have been to multiple All 
In 10 days, the SEC’s 
sof tball tournament wil l 
begin in Auburn, Ala. If the 
Gamecocks want to qualify 
for the tournament and 
have a chance of winning it, 
they’re going to have to play 
a lot better than they did this 
past weekend in Auburn.
The Gamecocks dropped 
al l three games of their 
weekend ser ie s  aga i ns t 
the Tigers. Not only that, 
but Auburn outscored the 
Gamecocks 12-0.
I n  t he  f i r s t  g a me  of 
Saturday’s doubleheader, 
Auburn’s Anna Thompson 
threw a one-hitter as the 
Tigers shut the Gamecocks 
out 8-0 at Jane B. Moore 
Field. Carolina’s McKenna 
Hughes got the Gamecocks’ 
lone hit of the game. 
Junior Melissa Hendon 
was on the mound for the 
Gamecocks, and gave up fi ve 
runs on six hits in the loss. 
The second game went 
considerably better for the 
Gamecocks defense. Even 
though they were shutout 
aga in, Auburn managed 
to get only one run across 
en route to a 1-0 victory. 
Thompson took to  t he 
mound for Auburn in the 
second game too, and the 
Tigers pitcher recorded 21 
str ikeouts between both 
games.
Carolina’s Kate Pouliot was 
on the mound and pitched 
well, but her offense went 
3-for-24 in the game and was 
unable to get a run across.
On Sunday, Carolina head 
coach Joyce Compton sent 
Hendon back to the mound 
USC softball team continues slide in SEC standings 
Cory Burkarth
STAFF WRITER
Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Infi elder Lindsay Walker and the Gamecocks came up short in Auburn last weekend.
NY Yankees 
drop ball, 
fall behind 
in AL East 
title hunt
HUNTER 
ROACH
Second-year 
print journalism 
student
ROACH ● 15
Gamecocks taken in NFL Draft
Sidney Rice Fred Bennett
Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Phil Disher couldn’t give USC enough fi repower to beat Alabama.
Carolina stumbles, 
caves in to Alabama
Former USC wide receiver 
Sidney Rice was selected by the 
Minnesota Vikings with the 44th 
pick in the 2nd round. Fred 
Bennett was selected in the 4th 
round by the Houston Texans.
Michael Aguilar
STAFF WRITER
BASEBALL ● 15
Gamecocks can’t tread water against Crimson Tide, 
drop second-straight conference series in two weeks
Struggling squad fails 
to get off ground against 
Tigers, loses weekend set
SOFTBALL ● 15
Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
of holding on to the tie, but 
the Crimson Tide just had 
too much momentum. A 
two-run RBI single for Kent 
Matthes put Alabama up for 
good.
The bright spots for the 
Gamecocks were few and 
far between. Aside from 
Hempy’s pitching, the only 
other Carolina player that 
performed well was Travis 
Jone s ,  a  ju n ior  second 
baseman. Jones continued 
his fervent pace of the last 
few weeks, batting .384 over 
the series and knocking out 
another home run, adding to 
his 13 on the season.
Sophomore third baseman 
James Darnell hit a solo 
home run, putting one more 
on top of his team-leading 
total of 15.
The series loss drops the 
Gamecocks to fourth in the 
chase for the lead of the SEC. 
This year has garnered some 
of the closest competition 
in league history. Carolina 
fi nds itself in fourth but only 
three games back and only 
one game ahead of its closest 
competition.
USC will be given a chance 
to secure a bit more leeway in 
the conference next weekend 
when it faces off against the 
Kentucky Wildcats. UK is 
two and a half games back 
from Carolina and dropped 
out of the top 25 for the fi rst 
time last weekend. 
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Star games and are widely 
considered very talented 
players.  
Rodriguez is coming off 
the best Apri l in league 
h i s tor y  w it h  a  bat t i ng 
average of .352, 14 home 
r u n s ,  34  R BI s ,  a nd  a n 
unimaginable .890 slugging 
percentage. Rodriguez leads 
the majors in every offensive 
category and is showing he 
could be a Triple Crown 
threat.  
The Yankees have one 
of  t he  g reate s t  p l ayof f 
performers ever at shortstop 
in Jeter, and Giambi is one 
of the best power hitters in 
baseball. And don’t forget 
about  M a r ia no R ivera , 
arguably the best closer of 
all time.
On paper, the Yankees 
should probably never lose 
a game; however, the games 
are not played on paper, 
and they have done litt le 
but lose this season. As of 
Sunday, the Yankees were 
tied with the lowly Tampa 
Bay Devil Rays for last in 
the American League East 
and had lost seven of their 
l a s t  10  ga mes .  Despite 
Rodriguez being nothing 
short of spectacular thus far, 
the Yankees are still in the 
cellar of their division.  
It really does not make 
sense that this should not 
be a championship team, 
un less one takes a look 
back at previous teams to 
win championships. All of 
the teams that have won 
the World Series in recent 
memor y had somet h ing 
that these Yankees have 
yet to show us. They are all 
TEAMS.  
From the Cardinals last 
year to the White Sox and 
Red Sox the year before, 
they were all TEA MS of 
good players. Sure they 
had superstars, but they 
st il l played together and 
functioned as one. While 
this Yankee l ineup looks 
like a buffet full of future 
Hall of Famers, they lack 
team unity.  
There have always been 
t a l k s  o f  r i f t s  b e t we en 
Rodriguez and Jeter, who 
happen to be the two best 
players on the team, but 
this team’s struggles come 
from much more than two 
players not being best buds. 
The old Yankee lineups of 
the late ’90s and early 2000s 
had played together for a long 
time. Players such as Paul 
O’Neill, Chuck Knoblauch 
and Bernie Williams had 
been around and played in 
the organization forever.  
Today, the Yankees have 
such a high rollover rate, it is 
a wonder if half the players 
even know each other by 
anything other than number 
and posit ion. These guys 
see players come and go so 
often, why should they even 
bother to get to know each 
other?
I realize that is still April 
and a lot  of  t h ings can 
change between now and 
October, but maybe the old 
adage “money can’t buy you 
happiness” is worth heeding. 
It sure can buy a lot of Advil 
though. 
Ed Betz / The Associated Press
Derek Jeter and the New York Yankees have struggled mightily so far this season despite 
having the highest payroll of all Major League Baseball teams at over $200 million.
ROACH ● Continued from 14
Comments on this story? 
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
BASEBALL ● Continued from 14
hoping the junior pitcher 
would bounce back. 
Hendon pitched well, 
g i v i ng  up  t h ree  r u n s 
of f  of  t h ree  h it s ,  but 
the Gamecocks’ offense 
continued to struggle and 
hung Hendon out to dry.
Carolina’s batters went 
5-for-23 on the afternoon 
and failed to score a run 
again. 
S H O O T I N G  T H E 
GAP  — The Gamecocks 
return to Columbia for 
their final three games of 
the regular season. They 
host  M is s i s s ippi  for  a 
weekend series beginning 
with a doubleheader on 
Saturday … With Sunday’s 
loss, the Gamecocks have 
been shutout in their last 
fi ve games, being outscored 
30-0 during the offensive 
drought … The offense went 
9-for-64 in the weekend 
series against Auburn.
SOFTBALL ● Continued from 14
Comments on this story? 
E-mail gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu
To place a line classified ad
Phone: 803-777-3888 • Fax: 803-777-6482
E-mail: sholmes@gwm.sc.edu
Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm
Russell House, Rm. 343
www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Additional info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior to publication
Visa, MasterCard and Discover are accepted
NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!...NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!
Personals
Personal Care Assistant with 25 yrs exp.
Will assist with errands, light housekeep-
ing & personal nursing care. 735-8458
Apartments
1730 GREENE (CAMPUS) 
2BR $585 1BR $495 799-9483
STUDIO 4 RENT WOODROW ST.
Near 5PTS, free util! $425 799-8388
1BR Apt. near USC. $550
Call 466-2876
BROAD RIVER TRACE APTS  
Free Rent Until June 1st.
Students Welcome 
Cosigner s Accepted
933-9100 
1-4 BR APTS almost on USC
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Summer Sublet - 2BR Greene St. $650 
+ util. dunphyj@mailbox.sc.edu
5PTS - Place on the Green - 2BR 2BA 
w/d $725. Call 803-513-8070  
Convenient to USC 2/4BR 1BA remod-
eled dw mircrowave w/d hd flrs CH&A. 
603-7819
Roommates
F/seeking/1Frmmte Walk to Campus 
Apt @ Senate Plaza 2BR 1.5BA all furn. 
$500/mo. Cll 803-606-2727.
M/rmmte needed May 11th-Aug 16th. 
Forest Acres 4BR 2.5BA house 3mi from 
USC $375 + util. 803-270-0039
F/seeks/1F in a 4BR 2BA @ Pointe 
West. $425/mo inclds util. 
Call 864-378-1107
Summer Sublet 4BR 4BA Univ Oaks 
needs 1/F rmmte May-Aug $440/mo. 
Call 843-364-2560
4BR 4BA College Suite needs 1/rmmte 
May-Juy. $470 or BO 781-454-5873
2/F/seeking/F rmmte for summer &/04 
Fall. Beautiful house in Cayce. All incld. 
$550. 803-740-6796
Housing-Rent
Remodeled 3BR 1BA 2240 Corning 
No Pets $850. 803-948-8033
2BR 1BA Townhouse  furn Barnwell St.
2 blks from USC. Avail June. $850. 
Call 600-5259
Housing-Rent
RENT or BUY at The Gates of 
Williams-Brice. Swimming Pool, Hot 
Tub, Fitness. Buyers can receive $3000 
toward Tuition! Available August 1. 
Call Whit Suber 518-3888.
House for Rent - 4BR 2BA 1700 sq ft 
near governor s mansion $1,250/mo. 
Call 422-5704.
Room Quiet, Non-Smoker. Internet 
$300/Mo. Rosewood Dr.   466-2876
Brand new Home. 911 Pine 5PTS 3BR 
2BA No Pets$1100. 948-8033 
Grad Student free room & board in Pro-
fessor home in exchange for grocery 
shopping & cooking 4/dinners/wk. 
Call 787-8452.
House for Rent in Rosewood 
This is a 2BR 1BA house close to Publix. 
It has w/d , all hdwd flrs and pvt deck. 
601 Elm Ave just off Rosewood. For 
more info call 804-363-1838.
4BR 2BA avail May 15. Less than 2 
miles from USC/Greek Village. Hdwd flrs 
deck w/d $1650/mo  205-534-0770
LARGE PRIVATE ROOMS FOR RENT
$240 inclds all utilities. Walk or cycle to 
school. Call 463-5129
2BR 1BA Very close to 5PTS, nice yard, 
plenty of room. Call for details
706-726-1467
Large House - Student rooms 4 rent. 
Pets OK, no credit check $400/per/rm. 
Fall lease aval. Call Adam 723-5736
5BR 4BA Lg deck, laundry hdwd flrs. 
Near USC .CH&A $1250/mo. 796-3913
Need 3/stds for 3BR 2BA. Min. to USC. 
LR, DR, Kit, den, front portc, deck over-
sized carport, stoage area and a fenced 
yd for pets. $325/per/person. Call Rose 
at 787-0716 for details
4BR 2BA hd wd flrs Old Shandon. 
Avail May 1st. $1295 
2BR 1BA hdwd flrs 1 mile to USC $695
For more info call 318-0729
House for Rent - Convenient to campus 
for up to 4 stds. Very good condition. 
Available July 1 or earlier if necessary. 
$850/mo. 600-6874
223 Tryon St. $500/mo
117 Beatty Downs $485/mo
627 Kentuccky St. $825/mo
1311 Woodrow St. $800/mo
Welsford Property Management
4108 Rosewood Drive 743-0205
Housing-Sale
Gorgeous 3BR 2BA Home
10 min from USC. Totally renovated, his-
toric home as law as $500 Down 
$895/mo. Hdwd flrs, stainless steel appl. 
large deck, etc. See it @ 
www.pppsc.com Call John @ 
238-1627 for an appt. Owner is li-
censed real estate agent for Twitty 
Realty.
Rosewood Home for Sale
1131 Deerwood St. 3BR 1BA 1552 sq ft. 
completely renovated $167,000 
Call Jenny Burden 260-2424
Prudential Palmetto Realtors 
For Sale
NEED A BIKE? New Mongoos Black-
com Mtn. Bike. $175 OBO. Delivery 
Avail mcnamart@mailbox.sc.edu
BEDS PILLOWTOP MATTRESS SETS
New in plastic. KING $350
QUEEN $250. Will Deliver  447-3037
Help Wanted
GOLD S GYMS COLUMBIA
Are you interested in a career in the 
health/fitness industry? Gold s Gyms Co-
lumbia may be the place for you! We are 
currently hiring at all Columbia-area lo-
cations for the following positions: Fit-
ness Consultant (sales), Customer Serv-
ice Rep. Personal Trainer, and Kidscare 
staff. FT & PT positions are available. 
Fax resume to 798-1613
Document Services Associate
PT associate to work flexible hours to 
coordinate printing and document finish-
ing projects to meet customer require-
ments. Advanced working knowledge of 
Microsoft office software Adobe graphics 
software required. Salary based on exp.
15-20/hrs/wk. Send resume to:
The UPS Store 7100 St. Andrews Rd.
Columbia, SC 29212
Ye Ole Fashioned Ice Cream 
& Sandwich Cafe  Now hiring all staff.
Good pay & tips. Flexible hours. New 
business from Charleston. Perfect for 
students. Call Todd 843-693-5055 or 
apply M-F 12-3pm 7490 Garners Ferry
MICROBIOLOGIST NEEDED 
Data Resource Inc. has an immediately 
full time opening. Please fax or e-mail 
resumes to Sean Bragan @ 
sbragan@dataresourcesinc.com or 
fax 803-561-0536.
Help Wanted
Summer Work!
Seeking individuals w/professional ap-
pearance & attitude to learn installation 
of multi-media equipment in schools. 
2nd shift while classes are in session/1st 
shift in summer. Great opportunity to 
learn skilled trade. 798-0556
Receptionist PT - Spanish speaking 
helpful Call 466-2876
Inventory Takers immediate openings.
Looking for dependable self starters. 
Must be 18 or over and have access to 
reliable transportation & communication. 
Early morning or evening hours and 
weekends. Paid Training, Advancement 
opportunities, Health Benefits Available. 
Call 798-6084 or apply online at 
www.rgisinv.com EOE
CPA firm in Forest Acres is looking for 
permanent PT help. Great opportunity 
for an accounting/business major who is 
interested in learning more about work-
ing in a professional environment. 
Please mail resume and class sched-
ule to  PO Box 6838, Columbia, SC 
29260 or fax to 787-9453.
Carolina Retail Packaging, Inc.
CRP has an immediate entry level 
opening for a creative person with good 
work ethics to sell packaging products 
(custom printed and coordinated bags, 
boxes, store fixtures, etc.) to retail 
stores within an established territory in 
Eastern, NC and Myrtle Beach. 
Excellent benefits package and growth 
potential. Send resume and salary 
requirements to:
O Neal Hightower  138 Zenker Road
Lexington, SC 29072  Email:
oneal@carolinaretail.com 
Appointments will be scheduled
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring FT/PT 
lifeguards/pool anagers. Atlanta, GA , 
Cobb, Dekalb, Kennesaw, Woodstock,. 
LGT and CPR classes available. 
Contact: Allison 770-485-3672, 
allison@nautixpools.com, or online at 
WWW.NAUTIXPOOLS.COM
Students or work Study Students to work 
in Housing Facilities after school closing 
for the Summer to do Inspections or 
General Maintenance. Call 777-4287.
Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Spring and/or Summer! Good pay & 
conds with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com
Help Wanted
Sodexho @ THE NATIONAL ADVO-
CACY CENTER is now accepting appli-
cations for a PT front desk clerk. This is 
a great opportunity to gain experience in 
a hotel atmosphere. Qualified applicant 
must be able to work a flex sched, in-
cluding weekends. Applicant must be 
available throughout the entire summer. 
(This is not a seasonal position.) 
$7.75/hr. Apply in person M-F 
9am-4pm The National Advocacy 
Center 1620 Pendleton St.
PT Receptionist - Exc. org. skills for 
dwntwn law firm. Resp: answering 
phones, file mgmt and some data entry, 
typing skills. Fax 252-1620 or mail to 
Office Manager, PO Box 7966, Cola 
SC 29202.
Sunglass Division, a premium brand 
sunglass company, is now accepting re-
sumes for PT positions at our Columbi-
ana Centre location. Position pays 
hourly plus commission. Email resumes 
to joelcampbell@bellsouth.net
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Promotional staff wanted entry-level po-
sition. Must be personal and outgoing. 
Weekends. Adjustable hours, Start 
$10/hr. Excellent for college students. 
Call 803-743-9800
Hibbett Sports is hiring in Lexington 
*Assistant Manger 
*Manager in Training
*PT Sales
Apply at: 922 North Lake Dr.
Lexington, SC  Hibbett Sports con-
ducts drug testing. www.hibbett.com
Pawn shop seeking PT Sales Associate 
Must be honest, hardworking, well 
groomed & able to lift heavy objects. Will 
work around your school schedule. 
Please call Jon at 256-1888. Peoples 
Pawn Shop, Inc. 1324 Assembly St. 
Downtown Columbia.
Help Wanted
Child Care
Mother s helper needed  to work with 5 
y.o. with Autism. While no exp is 
needed, we d like someone interested in 
Early Childhood  or Psychology. 
Contact J. Stone at 
toberinsc@hotmail.com or 467-1181.
Help Wanted
Child Care
Summer Sitter needed for 6 & 9 y.o in 
Forest Aces starting June Afternoons 
M-F starting at noon or 3pm until 6pm. 
Exp, good driving record and refs req. 
Email mathewssc@msn.com
Baby-sitter needed off and on for sum-
mer. Trans. required. Please call Caro-
line 256-0153.
Help Wanted
Summer Camps
Full Time Summer Counselors needed 
immediately at Chesterbrook Academy, 
in NE Cola...only 15 min from USC. A 
unique opportunity exists for those stu-
dents who love working with children of 
all ages. Positions are available M-F 
For more info call 699-9988.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counsel-
ors to teach. All land, adventure & water 
sports. Great summer! Call 
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com
Summer Program Coordinator 
needed FT. Responsibilities include su-
pervision of staff & elementary age chil-
dren, planning and implementing sum-
mer projects, and planning field trips. 
Must be at least 21 and have a valid 
driver s license.
Summer Staff needed FT. Must be at 
least 21 & have a valid driver s license.
We are located at 3401 Trenholm 
Road (10 min for USC). Call 254-9848 
for more information of fax resume to 
254-6363.
Help Wanted
Restaurants
PASTA FRESCA -Now hiring PT & FT 
hostesses & servers.  
Apply in person at 3405 Forest Drive.
IHOP NOW HIRING
SERVERS & HOSTESSES 
Will work with school schedule.
No Tip Sharing. 
Email arsalco@aol.com or 
Apply in person 7719 Two Notch Rd  
813 St. Andrews Road
PASTA FRESCA
Seeking all kitchen positions FT/PT. 
Apply in person at 3405 Forest Drive.
AL S UPSTAIRS 
ITALIAN RESTAURANT - Now hiring
experienced evening waitstaff. Apply 
daily from 1-5pm 300 Meeting St W. 
Cola. (803)920-9406. GREAT MONEY!
OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE
Our Columbia locations are hiring 
Servers,Hostesses, Bussers and 
Cooks. We offer flexible scheduling, 
Dinner Only, meal benefits & more. 
Apply in person M-Thur 2-4 
252 Harbison Blvd. or
7611 Two Notch Road 
Only 15 minutes from USC.  
SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Have a good GPA, hard working 
and looking for fun 
environment to work?
Apply on line at www.miyos.com  
Help Wanted
Drivers
Drivers and Loaders needed.
$9-$11/hr F/T P/T.Two Men & A Truck is 
looking for Drug Free new team mem-
bers with excellent customer service 
skills and a strong work ethic. 
Call 731-7775
CHARLOTTE, NC
VALET PARKER S
Parking Solutions has FT & PT 
positions available during the 
Summer. Drive exotic cars. 
Earn $9-14, wages & tips.
Call Rachel 704-377-1755
Wanted
Driver Wanted: for early June to drive 
my car to New England. Gas pd. contact 
for details Ref. please.  790-2612. 
Tutoring
Services
Mathematics tutoring. All levels.
CALL THE EXPERT! 256-6498
Opportunities
Earn $2500+monthly and more to type 
simple ads online. 
www.DataEntryTypers.com
Work Study
Opportunities
To work 6-12/hrs/wk $6.50
Call Sarah 734-0378
EARN $8/HR! 
WORK STUDY STUDENT
Needed for administrative help in Rich-
land County Vocational Rehabilitation 
office on Percival Road. Admin. & light 
reception duties needed in afternoon. 
3 WORK-STUDY 
OFFICE ASSISTANTS
Vocational Rehabilitation Dept. near 
Airport. Duties: filing & organizing, data 
entry, reception & operating various 
office equipment. Must be proficient in 
Excel and MS Word. 
Call Cathy Smith @ 896-6553 
for interview. EOE
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